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Abstract: The terminal velocity of hailstones is an essential quantity in hail research. It is an important

value for the kinetic energy of hailstones and has to be carefully considered when laboratory hail

impact testing is being planned. Many standardized hail impact testing procedures require specific

impact velocities. Several empirical models for various hailstone diameter ranges have been developed

to calculate the velocity based on the diameter, indicating somewhat inconsistent results. The velocity

is influenced by factors such as their density, drag coefficient, shape or air density, and strong winds.

This article takes a closer look into each of these factors and how they influence the velocity of

hailstones and the damage potential of hailstorms. Implications are made for laboratory testing of

hail impact testing procedures and how the geographic location of hailstorms might be a considerable

factor when designing a test.
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1. Introduction

The terminal velocity of hailstones is a crucial consideration in hail-related research. It is part

of a given hailstone’s kinetic energy that plays a role in identifying the intensity of a hailstorm [1–3]

and is a significant value in determining the damage potential of a given hailstone [1,2]. The kinetic

energy of hailstones is also used for the calibration of hailpads [4]. In the field of material testing,

tests are often performed to comply with standards. For these tests, it is essential to know about the

typical terminal velocities of different hailstone sizes. This paper provides an overview of different

approaches to the hailstone velocities used in various testing procedures. It also examines the terminal

velocity of hailstones and identifies factors that influence it. Factors for the desired consideration of

impact speeds in a laboratory testing environment are illustrated. Additionally, factors involved in the

theoretical calculation of the terminal velocity, such as the hailstone’s density, drag coefficient, shape,

and air density, are examined. The complexity of the impact factors on the terminal velocity theoretical

calculation leads to an overview of different empirical models. Additionally, the effect of wind on the

impact velocity of hailstones is also analyzed.

The intensity of various hailstorms can be quantified by the hail’s kinetic energy that

accompanies the storm [2] and by the diameters of the most massive hailstones within a hailstorm [1].

The TORRO (Tornado & Storm Research Organization) Hailstorm Intensity Scale uses these factors [3].

When speaking about hailstones’ size, the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) recommends

a maximum dimension larger than 5 mm as the cut-off to distinguish hail from graupel [5]. For a

thunderstorm to be classified as severe, the U.S. National Weather Service establishes a maximum

dimension of hail of at least one inch (2.54 cm) [6]. The term “gargantuan hail” was recently proposed
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for hailstones with maximum dimensions exceeding 15 cm, representing the upper limits of currently

known hailstone sizes [7].

Impact testing for structures usually deals with larger hailstone sizes, as the size is closely connected

to the damage inflicted on ground structures [8]. Structural damage results from a sufficiently high

kinetic energy. The threshold size for hailstones to damage structures, especially roofs, is given as 3.81

to 5.08 cm (1.50 to 2.00 Inches) [9,10]. These threshold sizes vary based on the roofing material but

seem to be reasonable estimates for a wide range of materials [11].

The kinetic energy of an object is calculated from its movement or velocity and its mass. For a

hailstone, this movement originates from gravity, and its final velocity is a combination of the terminal

velocity and a wind component, a relationship that will be discussed in this review.

2. Hailstone Properties in Current Standard Testing Procedures

Test standards for hail impact testing include ASTM F320, which deals with the hail impact

resistance of aerospace transparent enclosures, ASTM E822 used to determine the resistance of solar

collector covers to hail, ASTM E1038 to determine the resistance of photovoltaic modules to hail,

as well as FM 4473 and UL 2218 which are concerned with the impact of hail on roofing materials.

Complying with these standards, such as those set by ASTM International, formerly known as the

American Society for Testing and Materials, and other institutions, the testing procedure requires

measuring the projectile’s velocity and several other measurements. Information on impact speed is

obtained by the use of laser sensors [12].

For hail simulation, most of the before-mentioned testing procedures use artificially made freezer

ice balls using molds [13–16]. UL 2218 is an exception, as it uses steel balls that are dropped onto

the test specimen [17]. The use of ice spheres implies the use of an assumption that is often seen in

hail research. It is assumed that the density of hail is close to that of pure ice [18–21]. Some testing

procedures introduce different impact modes and densities of ice spheres to model a broader range

of real hailstone properties [22]. The use of steel is based on the assumption that damage potential

is closely related to the kinetic energy upon impact [9]. While more comfortable to handle than ice

spheres, different materials such as steel have their flaws. Steel creates different damage profiles

compared to those of ice spheres [23,24].

Using spherical molds or spheres of different materials also means that the test procedures are

unable to accommodate for the various complex shapes that can be observed in real hailstones [25–27]

that affect the drag coefficient. The effect of this factor is investigated further in this research. Another

vital factor of hailstone velocity investigated in this review is air density. The test procedures do not

mention this factor explicitly. UL 2218 comes close to considering this factor by requiring the specific

temperature of the testing environment, as the air density is related to its temperature and pressure [28].

3. The Terminal Velocity of Hailstones

The terminal velocity of a hailstone is influenced by several factors, such as the density of the

hailstone, air density, and the Reynolds number and drag coefficient that are based on the shape and

size of the hailstone itself. It also involves atmospheric environment data such as air density, viscosity,

and gravitational acceleration, suggesting that the terminal velocity depends on the geographic location

of the hailfall [29]. To acquire a theoretical terminal velocity vt for a given hailstone, an equation

derived from the net force that, based on the drag force, acts on a solid object can be used.

vt =

(

2×m× g

A×Cd × ρa

)0.5

(1)

In Equation (1), m denotes the mass of the object, the hailstone, g denotes the acceleration due to

gravity, ρa the air density, A describes the cross-sectional area of the hailstone normal to the airflow,

and denotes Cd the drag coefficient [30]. An assumption that has often been made for hailstones is a
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spherical shape. If this assumption is applied to the equation above, the expression for the terminal

velocity of such a hailstone becomes

vt =

(

4× g× ρh ×D

3×Cd × ρa

)0.5

, (2)

with D being the diameter of this sphere and the density of this hailstone ρh [30–33]. When the terminal

velocity of hailstones is discussed in theory, this equation is often calculated and used. It is a theoretical

model that only holds if a variety of assumptions are fulfilled. Many of the properties that have an

impact on the terminal velocity of the hailstone, such as size, shape, density, and other relevant factors,

can have a wide range. The following sections closely examine these factors and how they influence

the actual velocity obtained by the equation.

3.1. Density of Hailstones

The first factor is the density of a hailstone. There is a “comparatively high density of hail grown

in warm-weather” [20]. Additionally, in “almost all of the hailstones a general decrease in density is

noticeable from the periphery toward the center” [34]. There is also evidence for amorphous inner cores

in hailstones with a significantly lower density than the outside layer [35]. There are not only reports

of a range of densities within a single hailstone, but the known literature also reports a wide range of

densities for different hailstones. At the lower end, a density of 0.45 g cm−3 was observed as the “mean

density of conical graupel” [36]. Earlier observations found densities for soft graupel ranging from

0.5 to 0.7 g cm−3 [37]. Densities of 0.8 to 0.9 g cm−3 have been measured [38]. A slightly closer range

was found for the mean density values of hailstones between 0.82 and 0.87 g cm−3 [34]. These are

all less than the density of pure ice. Due to its open molecular structure, the density of pure ice at

0 ◦C is 0.917 g cm−3 [39,40]. Looking at larger hailstones with a more devastating effect on structures,

it was found that the mean density is often closer to 0.9 g cm−3 [20]. Some even mention that large,

heavy hailstones have a density close to that of pure ice [21]. Three-dimensional scanning technology,

in recent research, supports a density close to pure ice for larger hailstones [41]. The density of

hailstones is an essential factor for the investigation of the terminal velocity of hailstones. Because of the

large variety of properties, the exclusive use of diameter is a limited approach to predicting the terminal

velocity. For material testing with a focus on larger, more devastating hailstones, the assumption of

density close to pure ice is often used.

While precise relationships between the density and strengths are not fully known [41], it is

said that softer low-density hailstones have a lower damage potential [42]. Aside from the kinetic

energy upon impact, such properties of a hailstone may have the most significant effect on its damage

potential [43]. Reports can be found in which hailstones are described as soft or slushy [44–46].

3.2. The Drag Coefficient and Reynolds Number

The terminal velocity of a hailstone is also influenced by its drag coefficient. The drag coefficient

is a dimensionless value that varies between different reference areas. The “reference area for a sphere

can be taken as the square of the diameter d2 or as the frontal area (1/4)πd2” [47], and it is proportional

to this reference area, the square of the velocity, and the air density [47]. The drag coefficient and the

Reynolds number are dependent on each other [48,49]. There is “a trend towards a decreasing drag

coefficient with an increasing Reynolds number” [30]. The drag coefficient, being part of the equation

for the terminal velocity of a hailstone, becomes problematic when the drag coefficient is assumed

to be specific to a single hailstone [19]. The drag coefficient usually ranges between 0.4 and 0.6 [50],

or even from 0.45 up to 0.8 [51], depending on the size and the surface roughness of the given hailstone.

A good fit over a considerable size of hailstones for the drag coefficient was found to be a value of 0.6,

especially if hailstones are approximately spherical [52,53].
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This value of 0.6 for the drag coefficient has also been stated for hailstones that are not smooth

spheres but have a diameter larger than 1.00 cm [51]. A recent observational study found that rough

spheres appear to have a drag coefficient that is closer to 0.4 rather than 0.6. [49]. This research also

found that the drag coefficient for natural hail with non-spherical shapes, represented by the equivalent

spherical diameter, rather than the maximum diameter, is much closer to 0.8–1.0 [49]. Earlier studies

show that the non-spherical shape of hailstones, as well as the variable surface roughness of hailstones,

results in the assumption of 0.55 as a reasonable value for the drag coefficient for real hailstones [31].

The significant influence of the non-spherical shape on the individual drag coefficient is demonstrated

in research results from lobed hailstones. Experiments performed with three-dimensional printed lobed

hailstone models in a laminar airstream indicated a significant influence of the surface characteristics

on the drag coefficient [54]. These effects were different based on the number and size of lobes.

However, while the number of lobes on the 3D printed models does not reveal an influence on the

drag coefficient [54], this is in disagreement with a numerical study conducted a few years earlier [55].

Their results show that the drag coefficients of long, lobed hailstones with 32 and 72 lobes tend to be

above that of spherical hailstones, while those with eight lobes have mostly a drag coefficient below

that. [55] Further numerical investigation of lobed hailstones also revealed that larger lobed hailstones

of above 3 to 10 cm in diameter have a larger ventilation effect than spherical hailstones of the same

size. [56]

The melting process of a hailstone falling through the air also changes its drag coefficient [57].

The various different shapes, surface roughness, melting, changing cross areas due to tumbling of a

hailstone make reliable predictions on the drag coefficient very difficult.

Figure 1 shows the terminal velocities for hailstones of different diameters based on Equation (2)

for drag coefficients of 0.45 as the lower end, 0.60 as the typical value for a wide range of hailstones,

and 0.80 as the upper end of the spectrum, to illustrate the influence of this factor on the velocity

and therefore its kinetic energy. As stated, the drag coefficient is influenced by the Reynolds number.

A Reynolds number (Re)–Best number (X) relationship has recently been used to obtain terminal

velocity equations [58]. These equations were plotted as a point of reference. For the other values that

are involved in the terminal velocity Equation (2), the density of the hailstone is assumed to be close to

pure ice with ρh = 917 kg/m3. For the air, a density of ρa = 1.225 kg/m3, and the acceleration due to

gravity is g = 9.81 m/s2 is used.
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Figure 1. Relationship between spherical hailstone diameter and terminal velocity for different

drag coefficients.
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With the density of the hailstone, the air density, and the acceleration due to gravity held constant,

the influence of the drag coefficient on the terminal velocity for different sized hailstones can be seen.

At a drag coefficient of 0.60 instead of 0.80, the terminal velocity increases by 15%, and if further

reduced to a drag coefficient of 0.45, it increases by 33% as compared to the 0.80 value. As the absolute

value of the difference in terminal velocity becomes larger with bigger spheres that are more relevant

for material testing, this factor becomes important to consider, especially as larger hailstones tend to

get less spherical [59] and therefore are expected to have a greater variety in their drag coefficient.

3.3. The Spherical Shape of Hailstones

Concerning the drag coefficient of hailstones, it was stated that the specific drag coefficient for

an individual hailstone is closely related to its shape. The sphere was often used to describe the

shape of most hailstones but was proven to be inadequate in most cases. The assumption of this

spherical shape can be used to derive the general formula for the terminal velocity of hailstones.

This descriptor of the shape was initially used in hail research to refer to most hailstones [18,60–62].

The assumption of the spherical shape of hailstones was also initially questioned and called for further

investigations [27]. Shapes of hailstones have also been described as tooth-shaped or as being the shape

of a “cauliflower“ [26]. Later, the sphere form of hail is supported in a research paper that labeled

84% of the hailstones that were examined as spheroids [30]. The majority of hailstones—over 50% of

hailstones—were identified in other studies independent of the geographical location of these stones,

supporting the spherical shape as a reasonable assumption for hailstone research [63]. The shape of a

hailstone depends on its size and the conditions under which it grows [25]. The shape of a hailstone

gets less spherical as its size increases [59,64]. An analysis of hailstone shape factors shows that even

smaller hailstones are not spherical and that the symmetry of hailstones only decreases with increasing

hailstone size [65].

While ice spheres are often used in testing procedures, these shapes are not sufficiently accurate

to describe a significant number of real hailstones. It must be noted that the influence of hailstone

shape on the impact itself, its damage potential, and if irregularly shaped ice balls should be used for

impact tests is beyond the scope of this review.

3.4. The Effect of Air Density

The next variable that influences the terminal velocity of hailstones is air density. Air density itself

is also influenced by many factors, such as temperature, humidity, and air pressure [28]. The CIPM-2007

formula is often used to calculate the air density as it is known to be one of the most accurate ones [28].

The CIPM-2007 formula follows the CIPM-81/91 formula that was endorsed by the International

Committee for Weights and Measures. It was updated after a new determination of the mole fraction

of argon [66]. At 1 bar, the air density may vary significantly between 1.341 kg/m3 at 260 K (−13.15 ◦C)

and 1.089 kg/m3 at 320 K (46.85 ◦C) [67]. The air density is also affected by the altitude. There is a

decrease in air density with an increasing altitude [68,69]. The decrease in the global-mean density

by altitude is approximately exponential, with a surface density at sea level of about 1.2 kg/m3 [69].

This means that with an increase in altitude, the terminal velocity of hailstones also increases [70] if all

other factors were to be the same.

Figure 2 shows the terminal velocities for hailstones at different air densities between 0.8 kg/m3

and 1.45 kg/m3 based on Equation (2) for hailstones with diameters of 2 cm to 10 cm in 2 cm increments,

to illustrate the influence of this factor on the velocity and therefore its kinetic energy. For the other

values that are involved in the terminal velocity equation, the density of the hailstone is assumed at

ρh = 917 kg/m3, the drag coefficient is assumed to be CD = 0.60, and the acceleration due to gravity is

g = 9.81 m/s2.
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Figure 2. Terminal velocity of different sized hailstones (diameter in cm) at varying air densities.

Within the illustrated range of air density, the terminal velocity decreases by 25.7% independent

of the hailstone diameter from an air density of 0.8 kg m−3 to 1.45 kg m−3. It again illustrates the

significant influence of a factor involved in the calculation of the terminal velocity of hailstones.

It suggests that the geographical location of a hailstorm could potentially influence its damage

potential. If a hailstorm impacts at ground level but at a location with higher altitudes, such as Denver,

CO with an altitude of 1564 to 1667 m (5130 to 5470 ft) [71], where lower air densities are common,

this hailstorm might be more severe than the same storm, with other factors unchanged, hitting ground

level at lower altitudes and higher air densities, such as Atlanta, GA with an altitude of 225 to 331 m

(738 to 1086 ft) [71].

3.5. Empirical Models to Determine Terminal Velocity

It is the assumption for drag, the illustrated effect of air density, and other mentioned uncertainties

in the calculation of the terminal velocity of hailstones that make it difficult to predict the terminal

velocity based on a theoretical model. Additionally, for non-spherical hailstones, the effective terminal

velocity can vary up to 49% compared to the theoretical terminal velocity of a sphere [25].

These uncertainties may be a reason why researchers in the field over time have developed

empirical relationships of a hailstone’s diameter to its velocity to obtain better estimates of the terminal

velocity in m/s. One method fitted the relation of hailstone diameter to its terminal velocity based

on observations [72]. The relationship can be described as v = 9 × D0.8 for diameter D in cm for

hailstones up to a size of 8.00 cm, where v is in m/s [73]. This is a model that gives values close to

another equation, which is v = 1.4 × D0.8 [74] with D in mm for this equation. Significantly lower

terminal velocities come from the equations found by other research groups as they looked at hail with

a diameter of around 2.00 to 3.00 cm (0.79 to 1.18 inch). One study noted hailstones as large as roughly

2.50 cm (0.98 inches) in diameter and used the expression v = 11.45 × D0.5, where the diameter D is

to be in cm [30]. The other group determined the expression v = 8.445 × D0.553 (D in cm) specifically

fitted for observations of hailstones smaller than a diameter of 2.00 cm (0.79 inches) [75]. A recent

corrigendum based on Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety (IBHS) measurements derives
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the terminal velocity of hail with v = 7.6 × D0.89 for diameters less than 1.50 cm and v = 8.4 × D0.67 for

diameters larger than 1.50 cm [58]. However, another research study used v = 15 × D0.5 (with D in cm)

for spheroidal bodies as an empirical formula for the terminal velocity of hailstones [53]. This equation

is very close to the one used nowadays by ASTM International standards. To determine the resistance

of solar collector covers to hail, they use v = 14.04 × D0.5 (with D in cm) [13], and to determine the

resistance of photovoltaic modules to hail, they use v = 4.44 × D0.5 (for D in mm) [14]. While these two

equations from ASTM International use cm and mm for the diameter D, respectively, it is important to

note that v = 14.04 × D[cm]
0.5 = 4.44 × D[mm]

0.5. Figure 3 summarizes the several models discussed

previously and shows the terminal velocity of hailstones in m/s for specific diameters in cm.
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Many of the models estimate a lower terminal velocity for hailstones in the smaller size ranges

than the ASTM model. For larger hailstones, the ASTM model indicates the lower end of the velocity

range. The different results may well be explained by some of the factors mentioned in this review.

4. Hailstone Velocity in Combination with Wind

In many cases, it can be assumed that any given hailstones’ terminal velocity is not the actual

impact velocity of these hailstones. The resulting impact velocity is influenced by the wind that usually

accompanies the falling hail. Hailstorms are a combination of falling hailstones and often strong

winds [76]. Some 60% of hailfall events observed using hail stools had indications for windblown

hailstones [77], but it is the total resultant velocity vr of hailstones that is important to determine the

kinetic energy upon impact. The accompanying wind during a hailstorm has a direct influence on the

total velocity of the hailstone [23] and makes hailfall combined with wind the more damaging type

of hailfalls [63]. It is also known that horizontal wind can increase the hailstone velocity above its

terminal velocity, which results in a higher impact kinetic energy [8].

Therefore, in combination with wind, hail has a higher damage potential to crops than without

the occurrence of wind [46]. Due to this circumstance, wind must be incorporated in the analysis of

the total hailstone fall speed. To do this, a horizontal wind component is vectorially added to the

vertical terminal velocity [76,78]. This wind component can be different at different altitudes and will

change the terminal velocity after a time lag as the hailstone acceleration takes time. Another reason

supporting this assumption is that hail generally does not fall vertically from the sky but strikes at an

angle [62]. Figure 4 shows this relationship between the resultant hailstone velocity (vr) to a horizontal

wind speed component (vw) component as well as the terminal velocity of a given hailstone (vt).

 

Figure 4. Relationship between the resultant velocity (vr), wind speed (vw), and terminal hailstone

velocity (vt).

With this relationship between the terminal velocity of the hailstone itself and the horizontal

wind, the total speed can be described by the Pythagorean Theorem. To determine the resistance

of solar collector covers to hail impact, ASTM International uses a wind speed of 20 m/s [13] or,

when determining the resistance of photovoltaic modules from values of 0, 15, 20, and 30 m/s [14].
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These values will be used as reasonable assumptions to analyze horizontal wind effects on the resulting

velocity of hailstones upon impact.

The actual effect of windblown hailstones depends upon wind direction and the angle at which

the structure is installed. If a flat plate solar collector is mounted at 30◦ above horizontal and is oriented

to the south, a hailstone falling in a wind from the south has an impact velocity near normal and at

velocity vR. However, if the wind is from the north, the hailstone may have only a glancing impact.

A conservative approach in hail impact testing is to take a worst-case approach.

Aside from wind that can be characterized as a horizontal speed vector, there are observations

of downdrafts close to thunderstorms. These downdrafts “can speed the descent of the hail to the

ground” [79]. There have been observations using Doppler radars that showed fast downdrafts in

hailstorms [80]. A particular type of downdraft was observed for the first time in April 1974 and is called

a downburst [81]. Tetsuya Theodore Fujita was the first scientist to discover this phenomenon [82] and

defined it as “a strong downdraft” that can be “subdivided into macrobursts and microbursts” based

on “their horizontal scale of damaging winds” [81]. This effect indicates the existence of a vertical

vector of the wind velocity that should be accounted for when looking at the effect of wind on impact

velocities. Adding such a vertical wind component to the relationship between the resultant velocity

illustrated in Figure 4 results in an overall relationship that is shown in Figure 5.

 

Figure 5. Relationship between the resultant velocity (vr) including a downburst (vd).

A microburst is defined as a “strong downdraft that spreads horizontally just above the

ground” [83]. A microburst is considered to be a small area and short time phenomenon that

is often associated with thunderstorms [83] and known to at times occur in combination with hail [84].

It extends from 1 to 3 km in diameter and lasts between 5 to 15 min. For an intense microburst,

the wind speed can exceed 77 m/s [83]. Some numbers give a horizontal expanse of 4 km, a duration

of 2 min, and wind speeds of 70–80 m/s [85]. Since their first observation in 1974, microbursts were

identified as the cause for some airline crashes [86], making them a dangerous phenomenon. As a

type of downburst, the microburst also creates a resulting wind speed that is assumed to be a vector

summation of the translation speed or the environmental wind speed with the jet velocity, which is the

velocity of the microburst [87]. It is also expected that if a microburst passes over a point, it can change
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the wind direction by 180 degrees [87]. Fujita assumed the downdraft speed to be as high as 5 m/s at

10 m or 10 m/s at 20 m [81].

While Figures 4 and 5 try to show possible effects of horizontal and vertical wind components

on a hailstone’s resulting speed, they do not represent actual hailstone fall patterns. There are many

different types of storms, with complex wind directions and velocity profiles. Wind speed profiles in

thunderstorms are known to be complex and difficult to predict. In numerical downburst simulations,

it has been shown how the wind speed maximum depends on time and space [88,89]. It is also

important to mention that there is proof that storm maximum profiles can vary “considerably between

[ . . . ] events” [90]. Additionally, the vertical wind shear has been identified as an important factor

in the creation of different storm types [79]. The turbulence intensity of a thunderstorm also varies

greatly and adds to that complexity [91]. The complexity and variability of the various thunderstorm

parameters and the lack of available data make them unpredictable events [92].

To better illustrate the possible effect of different wind directions on a hailstone’s resulting impact

speed, a theoretical calculation for hailstones with a diameter of 2.00, 6.00, and 10.00 cm is used. For the

calculation, Equation (2) is used, where the density of the hailstone is assumed at ρh = 917 kg/m3,

the drag coefficient is assumed to be CD = 0.60, for the air, a density of ρa = 1.225 kg/m3 is used, and the

acceleration due to gravity is g = 9.81 m/s2.

Table 1 summarizes the resulting velocities vR of the different sized hailstones for horizontal

wind speeds of 0 m/s, 15 m/s, 20 m/s, and 30 m/s and downdraft speeds of 0 m/s, 5 m/s, and 10 m/s.

The resulting hailstone speed combines the terminal velocity vt and both the horizontal wind speed vw

and downdraft speed vd using the following equation

vr =

√

vw
2 + (vt + vd)

2 (3)

The effect of wind gets less significant for increasing hailstone diameters as the terminal velocity

increases diameters get larger. Overall, the effect of wind on the resulting velocity for hailstones appears

to be significant and needs to be considered when laboratory hail impact testing is being planned.

Table 1. Effect of vertical and horizontal wind speed on the resulting velocity compared to the terminal

velocity of different sized hailstone.

Hailstone
Diameter

(cm)

Vertical
Wind Speed

(m/s)

Horizontal
Wind Speed

(m/s)

Resulting
Hailstone Velocity

(m/s)

Increase Compared
to Terminal Velocity

(%)

2

0

0 18.07 0

15 23.48 30

20 26.95 49

30 35.02 94

5

0 23.07 28

15 27.51 52

20 30.53 69

30 37.84 109

10

0 28.07 55

15 31.82 76

20 34.46 91

30 41.08 127
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Table 1. Cont.

Hailstone
Diameter

(cm)

Vertical
Wind Speed

(m/s)

Horizontal
Wind Speed

(m/s)

Resulting
Hailstone Velocity

(m/s)

Increase Compared
to Terminal Velocity

(%)

6

0

0 31.29 0
15 34.70 11
20 37.14 19
30 43.35 39

5

0 36.29 16
15 39.27 25
20 41.44 32
30 47.09 50

10

0 41.29 32
15 43.93 40
20 45.88 47
30 51.04 63

10

0

0 40.40 0
15 43.09 7
20 45.08 12
30 50.32 25

5

0 45.40 12
15 47.81 18
20 49.61 23
30 54.41 35

10

0 50.40 25
15 52.58 30
20 54.22 34
30 58.65 45

5. Conclusions

There are numerous formulas and equations for the calculation of the terminal velocity of

hailstones. The theoretical calculation in Equation (2) relies on various assumptions and values that

have been investigated in this review of the literature. While often used as a seemingly good estimation

in many testing procedures, the spherical shape of hailstones is questioned and proved to be inadequate

in various publications considering this matter. The shape and surface properties of a hailstone affect

its drag coefficient that significantly influences the terminal velocity of a given hailstone. Here, even the

number and size of lobes have different effects.

Aside from the properties of the hailstones themselves, another significant effect is the air density.

Changes in terminal velocity of up to 25% are possible over a reasonable range of air densities if other

factors are unchanged. The effect of air density on the terminal velocity of hailstones and the resulting

required adjustment for this factor in testing procedures based on the geographic location is one that

has not been investigated thoroughly in the literature. It can be presumed that hailstorms at ground

level or higher altitudes, where the air is less dense, can become more severe as the terminal velocity of

hailstones can increase. Consideration of air density, humidity, pressure, and temperature do impact

hailstone velocity but require very specific knowledge of each of these variables for more specific and

refined calculations. Therefore, the geographical location for which hail impact tests are performed

may be a new factor that should be considered. Photovoltaic modules located at higher altitudes may

be exposed to more intense hailstorms of a given diameter hailstone than will occur at locations of

lower altitudes.

The review also shows how the many assumptions resulting in empirical models that come from

observations are often limited to a specific size range of hailstones. When comparing models that claim
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to cover a wide range of hailstone diameters, they yield significantly different results for the terminal

velocity based on the used model.

Another effect that was investigated is the effect of wind on the resulting velocity of hailstones.

Strong winds are a common accompanying effect with hailfalls. Wind can accelerate a hailstone above

is terminal velocity, making this effect relevant for material testing and other fields that need to work

with hail impact velocities.

No laboratory hail impact test standards or procedures recognize the effect of downburst velocities

that might increase vertical velocities of hailstones. The discussion on the downburst effect is presented

for information; no modification of iceball velocities is recommended. However, it is possible that in

some hailstorms, downbursts may result in hailstones falling vertically at velocities exceeding still air

terminal velocities. Effects of increased vertical velocities could become very important if a material is

warranted to withstand hail of a given diameter and where that warranty is based upon the assumption

that there is no downburst of air that increases a hailstone’s velocity above vT. Overall, the review

shows a great deal of variability in hail events, thus elucidating the varied and often conflicting results

and formulations in this field of study.
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